
Abramson et al find that voters are likely to desert parties that they do not believe will have power over policy outcomes after the election. Since there are more parties in PR systems, these systems experience more strategic voting than FPTP systems. See also: Barsted and Kedar (2009), Kedar (2005).


Asselin is “skeptical” of PR for Canada and suggests instead the use of a preferential ballot as it would ensure that winning candidates receive 50% of the vote. He also notes the potential benefits of mandatory voting.


Aucoin et al. argue that the unwritten nature of much of Canada’s constitution have enabled Prime Ministers to centralize power in their office and that this has motivated a democratic deficit in Canada.


Bargsted and Kedar find that voters consider the potential post-election coalitions. Voters desert unviable first preference parties in order to vote for another party who they see as a viable coalition partner and preferable to other coalition partners. See also: Abramson et al (2010) and Kedar (2005).


Benoit provides a comprehensive literature review of different models of electoral system change and establishes a typology of different explanations for such change. A new model is developed that explains electoral reform as the result of a coalition of parties who is empowered to change the electoral system and who expect to gain seats under a new system.

Bernauer, Julian et al. (January 2015). “Mind the gap: Do proportional electoral systems foster a more equal representation of women and men, poor and rich?” International Political Science Review 36(1).

A study of 24 countries finds that more proportional electoral systems better reflect the interests of less wealthy citizens and, to a lesser degree, women.

Blais and Aarts summarize the large body of research that shows that systems of proportional representation are correlated with higher voter turnout.


Proportional representation has two contradictory tendencies: a greater number of less centrist parties and more coalition governments that pull policy toward the centre. These tendencies wash out, leading to no real effect on congruence between voters and parties.


Regression analysis across 20 countries identifies PR systems as a cause of higher voter turnout. More recent research has questioned whether or not electoral systems increase voter turnout, see Blais (2006).


Blais et al. argue that countries switched to proportional representation at the beginning of the 20th century in response to the spread of democratic ideals and the need to ensure representation for a multi-party system.


Blau points out that many political actors may desire reform, particularly small parties who receive fewer seats than is predicted by their share of the popular vote. However, although reform may make it onto the agenda, it is hard for it to pass because those who would benefit from change often have the ability to veto reform or design reform processes to fail.


Boix argues that countries switch to proportional representation when strong new parties arise and there is no single dominant old party as this allows the old parties to maintain a greater share of the seats. If new parties are weak, the system will not be changed.

Cameron seeks to address the misinformation surrounding minority and coalition governments. He notes that both are perfectly legitimate, and quite common in other countries with a parliamentary system. He also argues that minority and coalition governments could be beneficial for Canada. Minority and coalition governments force cooperation between parties, which leads to less hyper-partisanship, as well as policies that are more representative of a majority of Canadians. Canada’s healthcare program, as well as the pension program, were enacted during periods of minority governments.


Carey and Hix argue that majoritarian systems limit party fragmentation and simple government coalitions while proportional systems limit the problem of disproportional results. They argue that the trade-offs between these two sets of benefits are not linear and that proportional representation with low magnitude districts, such as MMP, can produce the benefits of both systems.


A report summarizing an in-depth survey on electoral reform conducted by the Broadbent Institute, a pro-reform, left-leaning thinktank. The results show that Canadians are largely divided on the issue of reform and many lack relevant knowledge.

Coyne, Andrew. (September 2016). “Minority Rule by Any Other Name.” *TheWalrus.ca*. Retrieved from [https://thewalrus.ca/minority-rule­by­any­other­name/](https://thewalrus.ca/minority-rule­by­any­other­name/)

Coyne argues that FPTP provides governments with considerable power to implement a mandate without support of a majority of the popular vote. As such, he suggests that Canada has minority rule that undermines the importance of majority rule to democracy.


Coyne argues that the current system awards parties with ‘false majorities,’ gives votes unequal value, and exacerbates regional tensions.


Curtice summarizes the UK referendum on the alternative vote in 2011 and argues that the decision to hold a referendum and that this triggered a coalition between the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats that ultimately failed to convince voters to take the same position.

Cutler et al. find that citizens who know little about electoral reform trusted the recommendation of the citizens assembly when they learned about it, although this recommendation was less useful for those who were well-informed about electoral reform.


Duch et al. demonstrate that voters regularly foresee the different policies that different coalitions will implement and vote for a particular coalition in an attempt to bring about the policies that they desire.


Fournier et al. study citizen assemblies (CA) on electoral reform in Ontario, British Columbia, and the Netherlands. They find that the processes tend to be sincere and truth-seeking, but expensive, time consuming, and not necessarily effective at translating into CA outcomes into public policy. Thus, while CAs are useful policy tools, they are not always appropriate or effective choices for policy making.


Herrmann uses evidence from Austria and Germany to show that voters in proportional representation systems vote strategically. Specifically, when there are four or more parties, leftist voters are more likely to vote for centrist parties when they think that there will be a right leaning coalition government (and vice-versa).


Kedar finds that voters foresee the possible post-election coalitions and the resulting policy outcomes. As a result, they may vote for more extreme parties than they would ordinarily support in an attempt to drag the coalition’s policy to the right or left, depending on their policy preference.


The Law Commission of Canada recommends that Canada adopt a form of mixed-member
proportional representation (MMP). It explores the history of electoral reform undertaken by other states -- especially New Zealand -- and finds that MMP would balance proportionality and local representation, which it suggests is a good fit for the Canadian context.


Leduc argues that electoral reform is difficult to accomplish because elites can do much to sabotage the process, such as withholding funding for public education, setting referendum thresholds and timing, and determining whether or not there is a citizens’ assembly.


Lijphart concludes that proportional systems have higher turnout, better reflect the views of median voters, increase citizen satisfaction, increases the parties in parliament, and reduces the number of ‘manufactured majorities’


Norris provides an overview of three main types of electoral systems, the normative ideas that underwrite them, and their effects. The article provides this classification on elections in 53 democracies.


Russell argues that minority governments have been beneficial for Canada. He goes through the different minority governments Canada has seen, and argues that they were actually extremely productive. Canada’s national healthcare program and pension plan were enacted under minority governments. Russell argues that minority and coalition governments should be seen as viable forms of government, and not just as periods in between majority governments.


Shugart argues that parties initiate reform when they see it as “electorally beneficial” because there is both public opinion to support reform and because the government believes they would win more seats in future elections with a rule change.


A summary of the 1992 and 1993 referendums on electoral reform in New Zealand. Vowles finds that the government attempted to block electoral reform but that it succeeded due to the strong dissatisfaction with the current system.


Vowles shows that voters in the 2011 British referendum on electoral reform changed their minds over the course of the campaign based on both accurate information and misinformation, ultimately rejecting a change to the alternative vote.


Warren and Pearse suggest that citizen assemblies are capable of encouraging ordinary citizens to make informed choices and are particularly useful for issues, like electoral reform, where politicians have vested interests.